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AN INQUIRY INTO THE R S1L1ENCE OF TITLE 17 REFORMSAT THE LOCAL LEVEL
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school district's inCalifornia. CCSEE offered training and technical
assistance to the experimental group and kept the control group districts

from receiving- any comparable assistance from other pro-equity groups.

Using a quantitative measure forrscaling the- "degree of institutional
effort" to comply .with Titlg 1X (validated as part of the study), CCSEE
took pre- Ind post-treatmemt assessments ofrTitle 1X compliance among
/districts in Ilth gr,oups. This study reached several conclUsions, most of
which 1 reported at' the AERA Meetings in Los Angeles in 1981. To reca-

pitulate, briefly, we found that:- -
..,

1. The processes )0 which.districts attain complianCe

are neither consistent nor orderly.
.

2. After onend one half ye'ars of "treatment", the
experimental group improvdd its score rankimgs'to such

an extent that it made statistically significant gains
in the areas of access to courses, physical education,
employment, and "overall" compliance.

3. 'Modeling relations within the tale using p
variant of "D Systems" analysis suggested that districts

grew most dramatica.11,y in the areas i4.-which t-bey had

received the most assistance, that resource linkage and
networking were particularly effective strategies (quite'

consistent with the upowex-based" strategy's theory),
an0 that after initial exposure 'to pro-equity training
and technical assistance, districts reach a thresholt
beyond which additional services are greeted by

diminishing returns.

But what happened i.,11 ,those districts after the project that encouraged and

trained them withdrew? Did the district maintain its gains or., better
still, did it sustain momentum forchenge and pursue ,new
pro-equity reform obletives? Or did'it, once freed from the'scrutiny of

outsiders, r'egxess to its previous condition of segregated pi-ay, of
segregated voqation'al and home esonomics courses, of segregated physical
education programs, of inequitable athletics,.and so forth? Does the
forsmal :institutionaliiation of. Title 1X reforms ensure their'resilienc,e,

even during times when natiOna,1 leadership fails to pnomote the ideals upon
which those reforms were enacted? (Certainly any districts who, under the
Carxer administration, feared coercion in the a of Title 1X no longer

harbor such anxieties.) Are the .re.f...o.Aps b ing mai tained?,

11. A Follow,7-Up Study

It is impossible.to,snswer these' ques ons without some kind of follow-

up study; yet 1,1nOw of wio sdch. study in the literature, It is ironic that

the follow-up strategy is so widelyrignored, since it would provide the

beit evidence of the lasting value of the effort and money expended to

prombte Title 1X,in schools. The lack, of Tollow-up research stems,no

doub't', from- the conditions ,under which evaluations of eAucaEional'programs

are usually performed:' rushed. Those programs that commission or design
systematic evaluations qf the iMpgct of their efforts, vsually'need their.

results to justify extension of.their projects;-hence the time fr'ame for

4



evalUation is hitched to funding cycl Needless to say, this may be
(and usually is))a totally unrealistic time frame for measuring a program's
effectiveness---"particularly its lon -term effectiveness. in the case of
CCSEE, rigorous evaluation was the raison d'etre, but upon the completion -

t of that effort, .curther WEEA funding was not sought. Hence,
tough its constituent organizations continued to cooperate in various
o-equity ventures, CCSEE ceased to exist as a formal agency.

Nevertheless, CCSEE had established excellent baseline data on which a
follow-up study could be based: elaborate documeneation on the characteris-
tics, progress, and compliance statuses of a random sample of California
school districts.

Recognizing the value of this legacy, Barbara.Peterson: (one of the
Co-Directors of CCSEE) aci I undertook to recontact the districts that had
been in the experimental group of the original study and assess the fates

-'met by their Title IX reforms since our last contact in December of 1979.
Unfortunately, this research had to be cbnducted without any budgetwhatso-
ever, a condition that severely limited the depth of its detail.
Operating under the auspices of the Region 1X Sex Desegregation Assistance
Center, we surveyed by telephone two members of the district team that had

Served as liaison to.CCSEE during the original study. Respondents were
asked the following series of questions:

1. Has your district taken any new initiatives to
comply with Title,1X in the area of...(area of greatest
pre/Post growth during project participation)? (lf yes),
what-were those initiatives?

2. Have you taken any new initiatives in other areas
of Title 1X compliance? (lf yes), kahat-were those new
initiatives?

3. As of our last contact with you, you had made strides
in Title IX compliance in the areas of (list the three
areas of pre/post gains, "if applicable). In particulars
our records show that your district...(cite three specific
programmatic reforms documented in our records, coresponding
to the above-cited areas). As we now proceed through the
1981-1982 school year, we are curious to know whether these
programs/practices are still salient in your districts, 'or
whether some of them were found to be unworkable in the
present fiscal and political climate.

4. is there a Title IX coordinator appointed for this
school year? What is her/his name and position?

5. is yobr district taking any steps to publicize
,Title1X this fall? How are you Publ cizing it and

what are your target populations?

6. We're curious/to know whether there have been any
changes in your dIstrict's employment patterns since
January of.1980. Has the Affirmative Action Plan been-
modified since that time? (lf yes), how? What percept
ot your administrative staff are female (in the. 1981=,



1982 school year)? is tshis about the same percentage
as two years ago, an increased percenCage of women, or
a.decreased'. percentage of women in administration?

7. (For districts with secondary schools): Since January
of 1980, have the enrollmeknt sex ratios changed in any
courses that were traditionally singkesex? (lf yes), which

6courses? What percentage of, students in those courses are
female? How does this compare to the 1979-1980 school year?
How do you arrive at these percentage estimates? Do you
know from a review q,f daea, from "guestimates", f-rom
discussions with colleagues,. or that?

8. All thfings taken together, would- you say that, in the
time since January 1980, your disttict h,as implemented new

/steps to promote Title 1X compliance, consolidated and
stabilized earlier changes but taken no new steps, or
reversed some'of the earlier efforts at Title 1X compliance.?

9. Looking back over the past few years, do you think
that Title 1X has had much real impact on the quality of
interaction in dayto=dayvlife in your schools?

The data were collected during November and Decekber of 1981 and

'in Janitary of 1982 61, Barbara Peterson and Barbara Thalacker, both of

r_he Region 1X SDAC. Unfortunately, because both the intervievters and
the qhterviewees are extraordinarily busy people, it was difficult to
make all of the necessary telephone connections. Hence, the followup
study lost nine of the original 23 cases from the old experimental
group. This not.'only reduces our ,(already weak) powers of statistical

'.inferen'c'e, but it also undermines the representativeness of the sample.

Table 1 provides a succinct comparison of the ,characterlistics of

the reported and the missing districts.

a
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TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF VALID AND MISSING DATA
(N's Reported.)

Districts, Missing
Reporting Cases

Original Characteristics Here

Original
N

Gainers 5 6 11

Gain Scores No Change 4 4 8

t Decliners 2 2 4

. 0

MetropolitanisM Metro 6 8 14

qion-Metro 7 2 9

% Minority Enroll. Highest 1 , 0 . 3 3

(in Quintiles) 2 , 4 Y 7

3 3 2 5

4' 2 "I 4
Lowest 5 3 1 4

4. %AFDC FaMilies Highest 1 4 .6

(Tripartite) 2 4 5

Lowest 3 6 , 2 ' 8

District Size 'Small 7 . 4 11

(ADA) Medium 6 2 8

Large 1 3) 4
N

Table 1 suggests that our follow-up study is not to sufferlikely,

from bias resulting from sampling too many of those districts that made

substantial gains during the original study. The follow-up sample is dri.ly
seriously flawed in.one respect: none of the three original'districts with
high-minority enrollment were included in the, follow -up, ard only 'one of
the four very large school districts was included. As we shall'see,-.this
limits our ability to test the Influence of exogenous factors upon our
results. .

As noted earlier, interviewers called two members of. each of the
former district teams to pose the battery of questions. Of the
persons interviewed, 10 were central office' administrators, 12 were

building principals, 3 were building administrators other than _principals,
and 3 hell(' some other sort of position (one teacher, one jibrarian,.rand
one board members). There is some risk in this, since' adminj.s,trators in
general (and principals in particular) tend to be'ekcessively'hullish in
their estimation of their schools' progress. While booster.is' is'fine
at the local level, it can seriously distort evaluation findings. Our
analysis suggests that responses were not syStenatically iffe'cteB by the
Position of the respondent. Furthermore, th,e responses oT,the two
interviewees (who were, of course, interviewed indepepAenely), proved to

be remarkably consistent (r=.89). Nev,ertheless, Westok one extra
precaution to bolstef the veracity of-our information: 'before coding

the responses, we checked respondents' statements agaihst the available

record. in a few cases we -found that arespondent Cl4imed as a new
initiative a program that had already been enactged-,s!ad implemented during
the original study. In such cases, .rwe did not e.take.,,th'e respondents at their

word; rather than coding that they had taken new4bitiatives, we coded.
that they had merely maintained their'existingpiogram.
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111 Results

11'
The telephone interviews, when collectedand analyzed, offer a portrait

of,stab'ility: for the most part, proequity reforms_ implemented during .
participation in the project remained in place. Marginals- and frequencies
for the relevant interview items are presented in Table 2:

TABLE 2

DISTRICT ACTIONS ON TITLE IX SINCE JANUARY 1980

Item Yes No

New initiative in area of greatest
pre/po'st Title IX gain?

New initi.ative other area of
Title IX compliance?

Still have a Title 1X coordinato?

37% 63% 27

32% 68% 28

92% 8%- 26 4

Take steps to publi8ize Title IX
this past Fall? 69% 31% 26

Have you modified your Affirmative
Action policy? 0% 100%

Yes No Not 6on't

Item 4
Applicable, Know

Have enrollment sex ratios
changed in traditionally sax
typed courses? 13% 57% 9% 22% 23

Increased
% Women

About
Same

Decreased N

% Women
How has administrative
staffing changed? 38% 52% 10% 29

Status of specific three
programs implemented during
project participation?

Maintained Extended Regressed N

87% 4% 9% 56

G19bal assesst t of present
Title IX,stat

Took New
Steps

29%

Stability Reversed N

68% 3% ,28

Overall assessment of Title 1X

94

imp a on daytoday life of
st dents?

I

'Real
Impact

Changed,but No

not because Impact
of Title IX

70% 7% 22% 2

8
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, As Table 2 makes quite Lear, nearly all 'diltricts repOrting in the
follow-up stilly managed to m intain the programmatic changes,that they had
made during their involvement th the CCSEE project. Those that had taken
new initiatives often were merely completing work that had been begun and
planned (but not yet implemented) in January of 1980. For ,_example, one
Southern California district that sees itself as being On the )"cutting ,
edge" of pro-equity changes had devloped a comprehensive affirmative action
plan during its pWicipation in the experimental group; it Has since 'then
reinforced its commitment to hiring more women administrators by
advertising more widely for openings,and by actively encouraging
applications from within its own ranks; it reports 40% more women in

administration than it had in January,of'19.80. *One rural Northern
California district reports that,its open enrollments in home economics
and vocational education course are now taken for granted, with a resulting
10% increase in male enrollment in the foods classes. The numbers barely
convey the principal's amazement that most acceRt.Title 1X as "just the way

it is.now". Another Northern California district notes that evidence for

the integration of Title 1X into local norms can be found in the lack of
contention abbtit the high school girls' insistence that they too be allowed

to drive the homecoming limosines. Both the anecdotes and the review of
specific programs suggest that Title 1X.'s reforms have been relati,vely

robust in this sample of districts.
Furthermore, it appears that the reforms have held firm across al.l

categories of Title 1X activity. Table 3 tells the story:

)Emphasis

TABLE 3

PROGRAM MAINTENANCE BY AREA OF PRIOR EMPHASIS

Maintained Reduced Extended

$
Access to Courses . 89%

$
11% 0% 9

Access to Non-Academic 75% , 17% 8% 12

Physical Education 100% 4% ''' 0% 8

Athletic 91% j 97 ' 0% 11

Employment 0 86% 7% ',, 7% 14

. .

All areas enjoy high levels of progrlm maictenance. The hotly contested
physical education and athletics programs,lbften the most controversial and,4111

the most resistent to initial change, seem to be the most robust of all.

The area of accees to non-academic activities, the most ephemeralof all
Title 1X's areas (ie. that area, most difficult to manage by changes in
policy) was the area of weakest change in ouroriginal study; here it

appears to'be the area that at once was the most reduced and the most
r!..,z -tended in thP two years since CCSEE bowed out of the picture in these

.

districts.
For those districts that did report some amelioration of their Title 1):

status since January 1980, the degree ofchamge varied widely. fFor
example, three districts reported that enrollment sex ratios had changed

since our last contact with them. All three districts claimed to have
improved their ratios somewhat, but the estimates of magnitude were fuzzy
and 'unlikely to inspire much confidence. Only one district actually `

9
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continued to monitor enrollments through collection-and assessment
s

of data,
and that district saw an 8% increase in boys enrollment in cooking classes,
but i 2% declini in girls enrollment in auto shop. One can assume,.from the
large number of "don't know"%responses to this question that very few
districts actively monitor their compliance status in this area.

A substantial number of respondents (38%) claimed that theij- district
had increased the propOrtion of women in administration since January'1980.
Here again, estimates of magnitude varied widely, as Table 4 makes clear:

TABLE 4

. %

VARl.AB1L1TY IN PROPORTION FEMALE ADMINISTRATORS

X SD

Population .24 .11 18

More Female Administrators .27 .09 11

Same # Female Administrators' .19 , .12 2

As is evident from Table 4, we can be somewhat cihnfide.nt of these means,
but the small sample size and the considerable. range of responses (Range=
38)"leaves us with little confidenc'e in the exact level of improvement.
On average, the districts reporting had women workirig in-24% of their
administrative slots, but the true average could be as high as 3S% or as
low as 13%. Among those districts that reported that they had increased
the number of women in administrative jobs since January of 1980, the
average was a bit higher, 27%; because of variability, however, the true.
average Could be as high as.36% or as low as 18%. Among those districts
that had about the same proportion women in administration in 1982'"as they

had had in 1980, the average proportion of administra,(ors who were female
was(' only 19%,,and the true average could be as,high as 31% or as low as
7%. So again, we won't advance any grandiose statistical claims with our

small sample. It doses appear, however, that women are making inroads into

the former male preserve of school administration.
Our originalstudy grouped districts in the experimental and control

groups into three status groups, based on the differences between their
pre-treatment and posCltreatment scores on the quantitative scale of Title

IX pomi)lilance: districts were termed to be "gainers", "no change"
dstricts', or "decliners",. Perhaps t'he gainers of two years ago have had
more difficulty maintaining their gains; on the other hand, pert-ops their
momentum has carried them on to greater levels of compliance in the-period
since CCSEE withdrew from their districts. In a similarvein,,Iper'haps the
decliners and the nml-change districts are fundamentally conservative-and,
have spent the last two years either regresing to the pfimordial ooze.or
firmly clinging each''to. their own status quo. More optimistically, perhaps
these districts were just slcqw to catch on and have, ip the past two years,
taken great stridps toward. Title IX compliance.' Table S proides some
clues:'



TABLE 5

NEW INITIATIVES AMONG Ok1G1NAL.GA1N SCORE GROUPS

gew
#
initiatives in are4/

,of greatest prior progress:

"New initiatives in other
area of Title IX:,

increased % Women Adm
About the Same % Women Adm
Decreased % Women Adm

Yes
No

Yes
No

ft

1,

1

Gainers No

'Change
Decliners

50%
58%

67% '

53%

73%
-40%1,
1001IP

40%
24%

11%
37%

. 27% -

33%'
0

10%'
18%

12%
10 %

.0%
27%
0

10

17

9

19

11

,
15

2

11
-

. .

This table suggests that the new initiatives, elpially in new areas of
Title 1X emphasis, were most often taken by the gainer group of two years
ago. ,Others may interptet\ris,table differently, but 1 see no compelling
evidencetthat the prior gain score status of the districts mademuch
difference in predicting their ardor for new initiatives. Since gainers
compri"sed about 70% of the original experimental group, this table almost

suggests-that some' of the' laggard districts caught up a. bit. this can
be seen more clearly if we turn the table on its head.

TABLE 6

PERCENT OF P1110R-GA1it SCORE GROUPS TAKING NEW INITIATIVES

Gainers
No Change
Decliners

Gainers
Na change
Decliners

Gainers
No change
Decliners

New initiatives in same areas?
Ye-6 No

33% 67%
50% 50%
25% 75% /-

15

8
1

New
Yes

initigtives in
No

other areas?:

38% 62% '16

13% ° 87% 8

50% 50% 4

increased % Women in Adinit?istration?
Yes Same Decrease N

50% -

38%
0

38%
63%
100

12%
0

0

16

$
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Table 6 indicates More clear ly still that gainers werZ pretty much like the
other groups:im that,they, for the mos46,part, maintained the programs and

.practices that they had implanted during 1979 and 1980. A few took new
initiative's, but the overall impression one gets from Table 6 is one of

stability. The key difference is that the gainers stabilized the gains
they had made during the earlier period, whereas the other districts seem
to remain relatively untouched by Title 1X.

Our original study paid considerable attention to the demographic
factors that influenced' a'district's propensity to incorporate Title 1X's
mandates into i.ts oelicies and practices: For consistenc lel"s briefly
exami.ne.how these same demographic and ecological variable affected
districts' behaviors during the past two years:

s

,11111..

TABLE 7

*RECENT T1TLE.1X-1N1T1AT1VE BY SELECTED DISTRICT CHARACTERISTICS

Metropolit'an
Non-Metropolitan

District Size: Small
Medium
Large

.4

NeW initiatives in Same Area?
Yes No '

K
42% 58( 12

33% ,0 677 15

27% 73%
46% 54%

100% 0%

15

11

1

Newhnitiativeiciin Other Areas?
. Yes.-

.

No N

Metropolitan ----TCr 92% k
12

Non-Metropolitan 5.0% 50% 16
c

District Size:, Small 44%, 56% 16

Medium 18% 82% 11
.... Lal-g'e 0% 100% 1

MetropolitIn
Non-Metropolitan

I'

Increased % Women in Administration?
Yes Same Decreased
58% 42% 0 12

25% 63% 12% 16

District Size: Small _ 9% 69% 12% 16

Medium 64% 36% 0% - 11

Large 4 100% 0% 0% 1

A.

According to Table 7, metropolitan districts were somewhat-more likely to
sustain their efforts in their prior area o'f concentration than were non-
metropolitan districts, but they were far Jess4pt to branch out into new

areas of endeavor. Perhaps because of their larger size and (perhaps)
higher turnover, they also were more successful at increasing their share

of women administrators. However the surprise heroes of our earlier study
had been the small non-Metropolitan districts that had, prior to 1978



O a
never before had conta tith, 4 pro-equity project. These- dilbricts

.
registered'enormou2s gains in their'Title IX compliance during their.

,paricipation in CCSEE's study. These smaller, non-metropolitan districts
seem' to'have been.more likely, to tackle another area of Title IX compliance
in the period following CCSEE:s departure; however they were somewhat less =

'successful at ipocriring.the proportion of thei ,administrators who arel .
women. it .

,

.1V. CoAlusiops.
.- ?,..-.

The data presented te
.

,offer some encouragement to those pro-equity'
s activists who might worry :ehat all of their efforts will quickly come:t'hat

in the Age of\Reegan. While it still is,impossible toassess the
long-t*erm fate of the Title IX reforms, they seem to have weathered'the
past two years pretty swell, at least in this small sample of.dis1tricts in

. California. Districts that had started to chage their procedures during
their involvement with CCSEE finished up their, tasks, consolidated their

i gains, and in a few cases even tackled new areas of sex discrimination.
These data support the idea that "carrot- oriented"

e
a roaches.to .

44
organizational innovation have greater long-term bengTihits.than divisiv
and punitive "stick-oriented" approaches. CSI"E's power-based strategi
seem to have succeeded in identifying and mobilizing local advocates fo,r
Title IX, and these advocates will remain in their jobs long after CCSEE's
demise.

,Although we cannot support it with data here, there is also dome reason
Eo th-ik that Title 1X's reforms will remain robust, even as federal funds
to encourage it are reduced, Once new rights and prerogatives are granted,
they are difficult to take away. To take an unrelated example,
Massachutetts alas had considerable difficulty enforcing its recent RAISING

-

of the minimum age, even though forms of age disc
areusually.the e t for a society tojustify and legitimat , rnenx

ination

(including,=of course, those under the legal age) just don't be ieve that
it it fair tq, cancel rights that have already been given. Though we don't
usually think of the many boys in cooking classes, gitls athletics teams,
co-ed, physic.al education classes, and girls in auto shops as part of'the
lo al "power base", they are apt to be local advocates for Title 1X at the

ti e that someone tries to force them to return to "the good old daysilof
b atant sex discrimination. .

4 Furthermore, the 1980 Census' will tell us that most of the mothers of

school-age children now work at least,30 hours/week in the labor force.
Today's parents a're quite apt to know thatrapidly.-changing labor market
conditions require that all of their children receive the' best possible
educati&n, unfettered by'anechronistic notions of what is appropriate for
students of a particular gender to learn. Labor market _conditions for the
balance of the century are likely to require'more and.more workers to ma e
mid-career changes; a broad education is the best preparation for this

" fluid life-course, scenario. Hence pdrents top are apt to oppose any
conservative retrenchment that capriciously limits the options availa

their children.. or

cy

In sum, there is some ieason for optimism, despite the daily barrage
of bleak hei,dlines. Though we cannot have endless confidence in these
findings (with our small sample and high attrition), we can cautiously
advance the proposition that institutional reforms, once implanted, st ck.
indeed, thit evidence points to the-development ofralew, more equitable norms
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on the campuses that were studied. These new norms did not develop
entirely oft their own; they were nurtured by projects.like,CCSEE. More
importantly, -though, they stemmed froM-the broadened official definitsi.on of

equity implicit 'in the Title 1X amendment of 1972. Though the diffusion of
these norms has been glow, it seems to have been 'taking root. This should
not lure us intlacency; there, no doubt, is still alo.t of sexism out
there. Moreover, if Title'1X were to be rescinded by Congres, .it could
serve to delegitimate the pro-eq.dity norms that have emerged among 'school
personnel over the past decade. While this danger is always present iq
this Congress, we can probably take some comfort in the administration's
vulnerability in economic and foreign policy areas...a vulnerability that
makes unpopular repretsive social legislation less likely. Nevertheless it

should remain our foremost legal concern. There we draw the line in the
dirt!
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